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Introduction
The Nimbella Serverless Platform is designed to address the challenges developers face when
adopting a serverless computing model. There is little doubt that serverless is radically changing
the way cloud applications are developed. For the enterprise developers that have already
taken notice, they’ve realized dramatic gains in agility, focus, and costs. Using a serverless
architecture, smaller teams can deliver large-scale distributed applications faster and more
securely than ever before.
Serverless applications are ones that don't require developers to provision or manage servers or
their associated software and hardware infrastructure. Developers are relieved of any
responsibility for the operating system, access control, provisioning, right-sizing, scaling, and
availability of the infrastructure. Rather, developers are free to focus on core product and
business logic.
Nimbella provides all developers (front-end, back-end or full-stack) with a unified programming
experience that extends from the desktop to the cloud. The Nimbella Serverless Platform
handles configuration of all integral services such as storage management, capacity
provisioning, auto-scaling, monitoring, and logging.
The Nimbella Serverless Platform allows developers to create stateful, stateless, streaming or
long-running applications that can operate at enterprise scale, with high performance and
built-in security. Nimbella’s technology is also suited for complex use-cases that employ artificial
intelligence and machine learning techniques.

Components of Nimbella Serverless Platform
Nimbella Serverless Platform is available as:
●
●

Nimbella Cloud: This is managed and hosted by Nimbella and it runs on public cloud
infrastructure.
Nimbella Enterprise: This is easily deployable of public and private Kubernetes
infrastructure. This allows the enterprises to run in their virtual private cloud or
on-premise.

There are five components to Nimbella Serverless platform:
●
●
●
●

Developer Tools: These are the tools that a developer interfaces to easily build and
deploy on Nimbella Cloud or Nimbella Enterprise.
Management Tools: These are the tools used by DevOps team to manage serverless
stack on Kubernetes. These tools are only needed for Nimbella Enterprise.
Serverless Compute: This consists of the function engine and container engine for
execution of functions and containers.
Serverless Storage: This consists of various forms of integrated storage to support
stateful workloads.
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●

System Services: These are various system services like logging, monitoring and
debugging. Other third-party integrations are also part of system services.

Five components of Nimbella Serverless Platform
Nimbella exposes serverless compute, serverless storage and system services as Serverless
APIs that can be easily consumed in the application.

Platform Architecture
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All the components except Developer Tools and Management Tools are deployed in a
Kubernetes cluster.
The Serverless Router automatically selects the compute engine – container engine or function
engine based on the workload. The Serverless Storage allows the transient state to be stored in
key-value store and the static assets are stored in an object store.
The platform is designed to allow upgrades and scaling out of additional resources when the
needs of your organization change (from a proof of concept to high throughput and critical
services). It is also possible to reduce the number of components deployed, to provide
independent testing and staging clusters as well.

Ease of Development
With Nimbella’s technology, the developer is afforded a number of technological benefits that
accelerate the creation and delivery of applications to the cloud. These benefits include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A dedicated and secure domain name for each cloud application.
Static front-end assets are automatically deployed to and served from a global CDN.
Back-ends which implement APIs as serverless functions, with resources provisioned on
demand, near-instantly. No servers for the developers to manage.
A secured data bucket to upload files. Limit access as needed.
Application state recorded in a key-value store, with data accessible to all back-end logic
at very low latency.
Workflows to orchestrate long-running tasks and compose APIs.
A command line interface and a cloud Workbench to manage Nimbella services, build
projects, and deploy applications to the cloud.

The Nimbella platform supports the development of serverless APIs using function in a wide
variety of programming languages including:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Javascript
TypeScript
Python
PHP
Java
Go
Ruby
Swift

Nimbella provides a uniform programming model for the cloud that allows developers to bring
APIs, functions, and containers together in a familiar programming abstraction. Furthermore, a
composition engine allows developers to compose services, functions and APIs to satisfy the
demands of new and emerging cloud applications. The Nimbella Platform allows organizations
to tailor the runtime environments available to functions to security, compliance, and
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productivity. The Nimbella Platform offers a number of other customizations aimed at addressing
the limitations of serverless functions, such as cold starts, memory and timeout limits, and
compliance.

Command Line Interface
Developers using the Nimbella Platform to build serverless APIs will interact with the Nimbella
command line interface (CLI) called nim. The CLI runs locally on the developer’s terminal and
integrates with their typical development workflow. It allows a developer to manage, develop
and deploy serverless APIs (even entire applications that include front-end assets, key-value
storage, and object storage), from their terminal. The key feature of the CLI is “project
deployment” which deploys an entire project, consisting of a set of APIs, to the Nimbella
Platform. Some sample CLI commands are shown below:

The CLI is available as an installable application for macOS, Linux and Microsoft Windows. The
CLI is open source and available on GitHub. It may be downloaded from your Nimbella Platform
API host.
A project may be deployed from the developer’s local file system, or directly from a GitHub
repository. Developer documentation for the CLI is available at https://docs.nimbella.comor via
the command nim doc.

Developer Workbench
In addition to the CLI, Nimbella offers a graphical-user interface as a web application called the
Workbench. The Workbench allows developers to use CLI commands (from the terminal)
directly in their browser. This allows for one and uniform experience that extends from the
desktop to the cloud.
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The Workbench includes a simple code editor that allows function code to be developed directly
in the UI but it is designed to work alongside a developer’s IDE such as Visual Studio, Eclipse,
IntelliJ.AppCode, Atom, etc. A developer will typically develop and manage source code
directories in their IDE and use the Workbench to manage deploying the code, checking logs,
managing permissions, etc.
The Workbench allows a developer to manage
namespaces, manage packages, manage functions,
list function activations, work with an integrated
object store, work with an integrated key/value store,
manage routes, rules and triggers and manage web
contents.
Managing these same resources is also available
via the CLI, the main difference between the CLI and
Workbench is that the Workbench provides a
graphical interface for code editing and graphics
related to activation information and function
composition.
Some commands may not be available in the
Workbench when they require local filesystem
access.
When using the Nimbella public cloud, a developer connects the Workbench to their Platform
namespace using an authorization key which can be generated directly from the web browser or
from the terminal. This creates a secure connection between the Workbench and the Nimbella
Cloud. The same authorization key authorization mechanism is used for private cloud
deployment.
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Autodeploy
A developer can use the Nimbella CLI to set functions to automatically deploy to the Nimbella
cloud when they are changed. The CLI process will watch for file changes and will automatically
deploy function changes to the cloud when it detects source code has changed.
This speeds development as developers can use their IDE, save code out and simply test it.
Instead of a cycle of edit, save, deploy, test the interactive development cycle shortens to edit,
save, test.

Front-end and back-end code in a single project
The Nimbella Platform allows developers to manage the front end and back end as a single,
unified project.
A cloud project organized as a Nimbella project consists of a packages directory that contains
the back-end logic (i.e., APIs) of the project and a web directory that contains the static,
front-end web content of the application. The web contents may be built from any popular web
front-end framework (e.g., React, Vue). They are deployed globally and served from a content
delivery network when using the public Nimbella cloud.

During development, developers would typically run a local Node server when developing
Angular, Node.js or Vue.js front-ends. These locally developed user-interfaces connect to
back-end API function code running in the Nimbella cloud. Developers can iteratively develop
back-end code, with changes automatically deployed, and iteratively develop front end code,
with changes automatically reflected by the local Node.js server.
Various user-interface components would connect independently to various back-end functions.
An application with a web-page displaying a React chart and table, for example, may have one
back-end API function that returns data to display in the chart and another to display data in the
table. Each React, Vue or Angular object can then fetch data at the same time, from the two
different functions, allowing them to render simultaneously.
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When local development of the user-interface is complete, the user-interface can be built into a
single, static set of webpack’ed front-end code that is hosted and delivered by the Nimbella
platform. As a result, both the front-end code and back-end code is delivery, hosted, run and
managed by the Nimbella platform.

Use your own source code control system
The Nimbella Platform does not contain its own source code management (SCM). Developers
are free to use whatever SCM they are used to, including local Git, CVS, Github, or Gitlab to
name some.
Postman is typically used to manage and test collections of back-end APIs. Nimbella has a
custom integration with Postman that is available to automatically create function source code
stubs based on a Postman API definition or OpenAPI.

Ease of Deployment
Unlike other serverless systems, the Nimbella Platform automatically provisions resource for:
●
●
●

Custom hostnames including SSL certificates.
An integrated key-value store to maintain state.
An integrated object store.

A developer can directly make use of these resources from their source code. They are fully
managed and secured by the Nimbella Platform.

Nimbella Deployer
The Nimbella Deployer is part of the Nimbella CLI and Nimbella Workbench. It can be used by
developers or operations people to deploy a release into a Nimbella cloud, public or private.
As stated previously an entire project including front-end code, back-end code and associated
key-value and object store is managed as a unified unit and can be deployed as a single, unified
release.

Automatic hostnames with SSL certificate management
Using the Nimbella Platform, developers are relieved from having to create hostnames and
managing SSL certificates for their projects. Each function deployed to the cloud is
automatically associated with a custom hostname w/SSL certificate and path. SSL certs are
automatically kept updated and current by the platform utilizing industry-standard LetsEncrypt
certificates.
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Private Cloud Deployment
Unlike many other serverless platforms, the Nimbella Serverless Platform can be deployed in a
private cloud. The Nimbella Platform itself was developed utilizing a container-based
architecture. The Nimbella Platform for a Private Cloud includes the following components.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

API Gateway
Redis
Zookeeper
CouchDB
OpenWhisk Invoker
OpenWhisk Controller
ElasticSearch
Kafka
Prometheus
Grafana

Admin Tool
The entire platform is deployed using the Nimbella Admin Tool (called nimadmin) which
automates the entire build and deploy steps for the platform. The tool also provides
administrative functions to operate and perform routine maintenance of the platform. Some
example automation commands provided by the Nimbella Administration Tool are:
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Management Dashboard
A Prometheus-based UI is included for monitoring of historical load activity and other statistics
about the platform. Additionally, the platform includes Kibana dashboards for monitoring
developer usage, and to view system logs.

Kubernetes
The Nimbella Platform runs on top of Kubernetes. The platform consists of several
containerized microservices. It is deployed using the Nimbella Administrator Tool which
automates all of the deployment and configuration steps needed to install Nimbella on an
existing Kubernetes cluster. It is available for macOS and Linux. The tool interacts with the
underlying Kubernetes cluster using standard kubectlcommands.
In addition to the basic components of the Nimbella Serverless Platform, a platform deployment
contains containers that run serverless functions. When a function is invoked, the Invoker looks
for a suitable container to execute the function. A pool of “stem-cell” initialized containers may
be available for the function or a container that previously ran the same function in the same
namespace, a “warm” container may be available. If no suitable container is available a “cold”
container will be obtained and initialized and the function will be run in it.
Standard kubectl commands are used to monitor and manage the platform containers. A
Prometheus-based monitoring UI is available to monitor and show historical load activity and
other statistics about the Platform Kubernetes deployment.
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Platform deployment
For the private cloud, the deployment is typically “bring your own Kubernetes”. If there is no
existing Kubernetes deployment to deploy on top of, Nimbella can aid creating a private
Kubernetes cluster to deploy the Nimbella Platform on top of.
To build a test Kubernetes cluster, a Docker-in-Docker approach for running Kubernetes directly
on top of Docker can be used. A minimum of 8GB of memory and 4 virtual CPUs is required to
deploy the Nimbella Platform.
When building a production cluster, at least 1 worker node with 8GB of memory and 4 virtual
CPUs are required. Significantly larger clusters can be deployed by scaling up the replica count
of the various components and labeling multiple nodes as invoker nodes.

Serverless Compute
Nimbella Serverless Platform utilizes an extended version of Apache OpenWhisk as its
underlying serverless compute foundation. Apache OpenWhisk is the leading open-source
platform for serverless computing, with proven enterprise-adoption at IBM, Adobe, Naver, and
other large organizations.
It supports both function runtimes as well as container runtimes. Functions are executed
internally in the same manner as in Apache OpenWhisk with a NGINX router front-ending the
system, internal routing utilizing Kafka to manage the ingress of function requests and
responses to and from Docker containers and a custom invoker to manage containers and
function invocation.
Nimbella extended Apache OpenWhisk by integrating the automated deployment with
Kubernetes, adding a customized Workbench, advanced CLI, deployment tools and adding
features such as the ability to manage state with an integrated key-value store and integrated
object store.
The management tools automate the underlying platform running on Kubernetes and allow any
organization to easily support the deployment with admin tools and management dashboard.
Nimbella architecture is extensible to support other execution systems such as Knative, Lambda
and other public cloud function services.

The path of function invocation
A function API call from a client first uses DNS to resolve to an IP address. Listening at the IP
address is a NGINX server that performs SSL key exchange and also load-balances to a set of
back end Controllers.
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After being passed the invocation request from NGINX, the Controller examines the local cache
for information associated with the function being invoked. A CouchDB instance contains
information about each function and it is accessed if information isn’t locally available.
The Controller sends a message to a Kafka broker which queues the request if necessary and
passes the invocation request to an Invoker. The Invoker is responsible for finding an existing
Docker container (warm start) or allocating a new Docker container and initializing it. Not shown
in the diagram is ElasticSearch where activation logs are written by the Invoker. After the
function is complete, the response is based back to NGINX for delivery back to the client.

Security
End-to-end security is maintained through HTTPS (TLS) transport with SSL certificates specific
to a deployment. The Nimbella Platform requires two ingress points. The API host and Admin
host. The API host is typically open to internet access but may be restricted to a virtual private
network. The Admin host access is restricted to the Kubernetes cluster.
Containers are used to isolate and prevent one function from accessing the information of any
other running function. Containers are only reused if the same function and namespace are
executed in a container.
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This re-use of containers can have its benefits. Globals in code in containers that are reused
maintain their values. It is common for a database connection to be opened and stored in a
function global. A subsequent invocation of the same function will maintain the global and thus
the previous database connection allowing pooling of database connections to be maintained
automatically.

Failover
Load balancing and failover exists on the DNS and HTTP levels with DNS load balancing in the
cloud available via usage of Amazon Route53 and load balancing via NGINX. Private
deployments of the Nimbella Platform do not need DNS based local balancing, except in
extremely special cases. NGINX based load balancing for private clouds is sufficient to maintain
high-availability in a private deployment of the platform.
Additionally, for private deployments, VIP based load balancing with common hardware load
balancing could be utilized.

Performance
When benchmarked, Apache OpenWhisk has always been one of the fastest, if not the fastest
platform for executing serverless functions. Nimbella has tuned the platform for performance in
a number of ways. The figure below shows the different ways a serverless API may execute,
with decreasing system overhead from left to right.
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●

●

●

Cold Starts: A cold start occurs when a serverless API is first invoked. If the code which
implements the API has dependencies, such as a Node.js function that requires a
number of Node packages, there can be a delay before the API starts executing. The
delay is attributed to initialization which must occur to load the required dependencies.
Nimbella’s project deployment system allows a developer to mark the dependencies an
API has. A container image can be built ahead of time (and started) to pre-load the
required dependencies. This drastically improves cold-start performance.
Different programming languages have different cold start performance. The Nimbella
Platform permits operators to create custom runtime images to suit the needs of their
organization.
Stem Cells: The platform creates stem cell containers with speculative container
initialization. Stem cells are a pool of ready to execute containers, available for new
APIs. Once a stem cell is allocated, the pool of ready containers is regenerated.
Warm Starts:When a container has already been initialized for a given API, the start of
execution can be extremely fast. In a distributed deployment, a warm start is typically
under 10 milliseconds. In a lean configuration, it can be 4 milliseconds or less.

The following Nimbella Platform optimizations are possible:
●

●

●

Customizing each of the language runtime environments to bundle dependencies
specific to your applications. This customization reduces the deployment time for
serverless APIs, and improves cold-start times.
Wrapping every serverless API with canonical pre and post checks. For example, to
integrate with internal logging infrastructure used by your organization, or to audit API
responses for leaked secrets.
Configuring various system limits including:
o CPU and memory resource limits available to each serverless API execution.
o Maximum duration an API may execute.
o Maximum logging output per invocation of an API.
o Limits controlling API invocations per minute, and maximum in flight activations.
o The number of concurrent containers allocated on each Invoker pod.

Serverless Storage
State is key to almost all applications. For example, in a web browsing session, web browser
cookies are normally associated with server state, allowing a browser cookie key to map to
information about a user on the server side.
The Nimbella Platform comes with an integrated key/value store that is available to
programmers without having to sign up for or create any additional resources.
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Integrated Key-value store
State is key to almost all APIs and cloud applications. For example, in a web browsing session,
web browser cookies are normally associated with server state, allowing a browser cookie to
map to information about a user on the server side.
The Nimbella Platform comes with an integrated key-value store that is available to developers
without having to explicitly provision additional resources for their APIs.
The key-value store integrated with the Nimbella Platform is implemented using Redis. The
Redis server is strictly accessible from within the Kubernetes cluster hosting the Nimbella
Platform. The Nimbella Platform automatically injects the Redis host IP, port and access keys
into the runtime environment which is executing a serverless API. Each developer is allocated a
separate Redis instance. In this way, it is possible for a developer to create multiple personas,
one for each of their APIs, to keep the state of the APIs completely segregated.

No additional work is needed by the developer, or the platform operator, to create or maintain
the key-value store. It is maintained by the Nimbella Platform. The developer simply uses the
key-value store as shown above.

Integrated object store
Applications generally include icons, images, associated documents, machine learning training
data, static files and other media. The Nimbella Platform includes a distributed application store
that developers can use to store and access stored files in function code.
There is no need for a developer or operations person to do any work to utilize the integrated
Nimbella object store. A programmer can simply add files to their project to have them stored
along with deployed functions. In function code, the object store can be accessed
programmatically through an API. Every namespace has its own object store to ensure isolation
and security between applications in the system.
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In its cloud deployment, the Nimbella Platform’s object store is actually a convenience layer on
top of object storage provided by major cloud providers such as Google, Amazon and Microsoft.

System Services
Logging
A key to developer and operations experience is the ability to debug a running application. To
aid in this, the Nimbella Platform has a fully featured logging system that logs the details of
every function activation on the serverless platform.
When a function is activated, it generates an activation log record. The record includes
information about the activation including the full function input, full output, execution time, type
of container utilized and other information. The platform does have the ability to turn off storing
full response information about activations on a namespace basis when full responses may
contain sensitive data.
Logs can be accessed using the CLI or the Workbench. Logs may also be routed to existing
logging services such as Elastic or Splunk. The Workbench also contains a graphical
user-interface to activations, including a heatmap showing the most popular activations and any
activation errors.
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External Monitoring
The Nimbella Platform integrates Datadog monitoring. This is enabled by adding your Datadog
API key to the Nimbella Platform configuration. The Datadog monitoring is used to monitor the
health of the API host, system response times, disk and memory utilization.

Integrations
Nimbella has developed applications using its own platform to integrate with a number of
third-party services such as Postman, Netlify and several collaboration platforms.

Collaboration/Messaging systems
Nimbella has Nimbella Commander, an entirely serverless application that runs on the Nimbella
Platform that allows users to create custom commands in the Slack and Microsoft Teams
messaging systems. Additionally, commands created can be invoked from the command line or
via API.
Nimbella Commander adds messaging system user access roles, in-messaging logging, secret
values and command set management into the most popular messaging systems. It is available
as a one-click install from the app stores of the various messaging system providers.

Postman
Nimbella has the Nimbella Postman Integration, which allows a developer to generate source
code stubs from a Postman-defined API. Developers can quickly mock up back end functions by
defining the back-end API in Postman and then generating stub functions from them that can be
immediately deployed and run on the Nimbella Platform.
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Kafka
Nimbella has Kafka sink and source connectors to integrate with the Kafka message bus. The
Kafka sink connector will invoke a Nimbella function, passing it a set of data from a Kafka topic,
allowing Kafka data to be transformed or acted on in Nimbella functions.
The Kafka source connector allows a Nimbella function to easily push data into a Kafka topic.
Both connectors can be used with Confluent’s hosted Kafka service.

Netlify
The Nimbella add-on provides Netlify developers with a powerful programming model for
serverless functions and workflows, and features to build stateful APIs using Nimbella’s
integrated key-value and object stores.
The plugin enables developers to use many languages for your serverless functions. For
example: Python, PHP, Ruby, Rust, Typescript, Deno, Java, and Swift in addition to JavaScript
and Golang. It also allows developers to run functions for longer durations, and consume more
events, not just HTTP requests.

Demo applications
●
●
●
●

Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
Chat
Stock Trading
QR Code Generator

Summary
The Nimbella Serverless Platform is available as a cloud offering (running on public clouds) and
also as installable software that can be run on Kubernetes services like AWS EKS, GCP GKE
and other Kubernetes distributions running in private cloud or private infrastructure.
Unlike other Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) platforms, Nimbella is not just a FaaS platform,
instead it is a true Serverless platform that enables a developer to build applications to handle
variety of enterprise workloads which may be stateful or stateless.
What some enterprise developers are saying…
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About Nimbella
Nimbella Serverless Platform makes serverless development frictionless and portable. It unifies
the programming experience and provides the necessary abstractions enabling the developers
to code once and run on cloud-of-their-choice. Available as a hosted, managed service and as a
full stack solution on any public or private Kubernetes environment, it fully supports an
enterprise's multi-cloud strategy. Founded by Silicon Valley infrastructure and open-source
veterans Anshu Agarwal, Rodric Rabbah and Eric Swildens, Nimbella was recently named one
of CRN's "Top 20 Cloud Infrastructure Companies to watch in 2021". For more information,
please visit nimbella.com and follow @nimbella on Twitter.

Download your copy of The Forrester Wave™: Function-As-A-Service Platforms, Q1 2021 to
learn more about this fast-evolving market, and why Nimbella, a multi-cloud stateful serverless
platform provider was named as a Strong Performer.

Contact Us
Email: info@nimbella.com
Website: www.nimbella.com
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